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Here you can find the menu of He Xin in York. At the moment, there are 20 dishes and drinks on the card. You
can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Erica Hicks likes about He Xin:

Well I just had to come here and give a RAVING review we ordered food a little late in the evening , rainy yucky
night , they were a little behind with orders and it took a little time to get to us (not a horrible amount so upon

arrival , the man who delivered called and apologized and was GENUINELY sorry about the late arrival, which
was really awesome our bags were full of food and some extra egg rolls and LOADS of... read more. The

restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending
on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. What Veronica Calvo-Schwarze doesn't like about He

Xin:
We ordered three dishes for takeout. I was most dissatisfied with the General Tso Chicken. The dish was mostly
breading. There was so little chicken!!! So I paid for flavored breading. The house fried rice was really good and
the eggs in the shrimp egg foo yung were bland. I don’t know when it became okay to use fake chicken in these
Chinese restaurants. Service: Take out read more. The He Xin in York serves various delicious seafood menus,

Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the experience of versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine.
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Appet�er
CRAB RANGOON

Starter�
SESAME CHICKEN

Ric� Dishe�
EGG FRIED RICE

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

Frie� Ric� & Noodle�
LO MEIN

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

CHICKEN LO MEIN

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

PRAWNS

CHICKEN

BEEF

MEAT

EGG
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